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Introduction

On 31 October to 1 November 2007 the Institute for 
Security Studies (ISS) organised a conference on key 
issues and developments in policing in South Africa, 
funded by the Open Society Foundation of South Africa 
and the Hanns Seidel Foundation. 

Th e conference was held in Centurion in Pretoria, 
South Africa, and was the culmination of a project titled 
‘Th e capacity of the public order police to manage protest 
marches and the 2010 FIFA World Cup’. 

An important theme that emerged was the eff ect of the 
2006 restructuring of the South African Police Service 
(SAPS) on its ability to police crowds. Th e SAPS partici-
pated fully in the conference and papers were presented 
by members of the police. 

Th e following presentations were made at the 
conference:

Th e 2006 restructuring of the South African Police  ■

Service – Director Hannes Swart, South African Police 
Service 
Refl ections on restructuring in the South African  ■

Police Service – Dr Johan Burger, Institute for Security 
Studies 
Review of public order policing units –  Ms Bilkis  ■

Omar, Institute for Security Studies 
Th e FIFA World Cup: lessons from Germany –  ■

Superintendent Helmut Bayerl, Munich Police
Th e South African Police Service’s state of readiness  ■

for the 2010 FIFA World Cup – Director Frans Gibson, 
South African Police Service

Th e changing nature of policing: a perspective from  ■

the National Secretariat for Safety and Security – Mr 
Th emba Mathe, National Secretary for Safety and 
Security
Gauteng performance monitoring to improve station  ■

level policing – Mr Gareth Newham, Department of 
Community Safety, Gauteng
Corruption and the South African Police Service: a  ■

review and its implications – Mr Andrew Faull, ISS-
Commissioned Researcher
Democratic governance of urban security: re- ■

evaluating policing oversight – Ms Julie Berg, Centre 
of Criminology, University of Cape Town
Th e future of policing – Professor Cliff ord Shearing,  ■

Centre of Criminology, University of Cape Town

Given that the SAPS restructuring process had taken 
place shortly before the conference, response to the SAPS 
contribution to the conference was very positive. Almost 
200 participants from all over the country attended. 
Among the many institutions represented were the 
departments of Justice, Social Development, National 
Treasury, Community Safety, National Prosecuting 
Authority, Independent Complaints Directorate, and 
Metro Police. Representatives from the United Nations 
Offi  ce on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), several foreign 
embassies, police unions, academic institutions, the media 
and the private sector also participated in the conference. 

Th is report includes the edited scripts of all presenta-
tions and notes on the proceedings.
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Opening address 
Dr Jakkie Cilliers

Institute for Security Sudies

It is a pleasure to welcome you all to this conference to 
consider developments in policing in the light of the 
restructuring of the South African Police Service (SAPS) 
and the 2010 FIFA World Cup.

Th e Institute for Security Studies (ISS) is, as I am 
sure most of you know, an Africa-wide NGO based in 
South Africa with a mandate to conceptualise, inform 
and enhance the security debate in Africa. Although 
most of our work takes place outside South Africa, the 
programme focusing on crime and justice (the Crime and 
Justice Programme, CJP), which organised this confer-
ence, is one of the ISS’s oldest.

Over the years, ISS engagement on crime and related 
matters has increased substantially. Th is is in part because 
we believe that we should shift  our focus to a capacity-
building and state-building approach. As a result, much 
of our work is done in collaboration and in support of 
the various Interpol sub-regional bureaus in Nairobi 
and Harare. 

I had the opportunity to visit the Interpol headquar-
ters in Lyon earlier this year for extensive consultations 
and discussions along these lines. Together with the 
Interpol Sub-Regional Bureau in Harare (SRB Harare), 
or the Southern African Regional Police Chiefs 
Cooperation Organisation (SARPCCO), we assist with 
the following:

Th ree types of training, namely peacekeeping training 
for the police, training on violence against women and 
children, and HIV/Aids awareness for the police

In terms of policy development, we are engaged with 
peacekeeping, counter-terrorism, control of small arms 
and light weapons, and countering money laundering and 
organised crime

Th is support is in addition to the bilateral support 
that we provide to a number of SARPCCO member states 

and the teaching support that we provide to the Police 
Training Centre in Botswana.

Since the establishment of our offi  ce in Nairobi, we 
have also stepped up our work in Eastern Africa. Working 
in support of the SRB Nairobi – or EAPCCO, the East 
African Police Chiefs Co-operation Organisation – we 
also provide peacekeeping training and policy develop-
ment in a number of Eastern African countries.

We have recently signed an agreement with EAPCCO 
to launch a joint project to help combat cattle rustling in 
Eastern Africa. Th e project aims to develop appropriate 
mechanisms for preventing and eventually eradicating 
illicit cross-border activities in general, and cattle rustling 
in particular. While the project covers the Eastern African 
region, it will focus on Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, Sudan, 
Tanzania and Uganda as the countries most aff ected by 
stock theft . Th is is a €5 million project over three and a 
half years and is funded by the government of Germany. 
From Nairobi we also run a complementary process to 
the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) that is un-
dertaking an in-depth review of crime and the criminal 
justice system in fi ve African countries. Funded by the 
UK’s Department for International Development (DFID), 
this three-year project is currently in its second year. Our 
aim is to undertake work that will feed into the APRM 
process in these countries. 

Th en, as many of you are aware, we also undertake 
considerable work on money laundering and organised 
crime from our offi  ce in Cape Town – much of which is 
in support of various policing agencies in Southern and 
Eastern Africa. We have plans to expand our work on 
organised crime in both Southern and Eastern Africa. 
In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, we have also increased 
the amount of work that we do on counter-terrorism 
issues, both from Pretoria and from our offi  ce in Addis 
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Ababa. In Addis we run a multi-million-dollar counter-
terrorism capacity-building programme for IGAD (the 
Intergovernmental Authority on Development), which 
involves considerable policing work. Th is is an innovative 
arrangement where for the fi rst time a regional inter-
governmental agency is using an independent research 
institute to implement a heads of state agreement. I was in 
Addis Ababa recently, where I attended the opening of a 
counter-terrorism course that we are presenting for IGAD 
member states.

Th e Crime and Justice Programme in Pretoria - which 
is hosting this event – is committed to analysing crime 
and assessing the impact of policies, strategies and laws 
in terms of their eff ectiveness and seeking remedies and 
solutions in the criminal justice sector where necessary. 
We want to make our research count through targeted 
briefi ngs to government, policymakers, the media and, in 
particular, the police. 

Crime is undoubtedly an extremely emotional matter 
in South Africa. Th ere is an unfortunate tendency for 
most South Africans to hold the police responsible for 
the high levels of crime in this country. Th is is, of course, 
entirely misplaced. Th e police constitute an important 
component of the crime and justice system, but the high 
levels of crime in this country refl ect challenges that the 
police can respond to but can do little about. 

I tend towards those who argue that the police have 
a minor role to play in crime prevention. South African 
crime levels will start coming down when our local 
government works effi  ciently, our schools and education 
system are managed eff ectively, providing quality educa-
tion to all, and when we have a welfare and housing system 
that delivers and improves service delivery year on year. 

Crime is not a police problem. It is the problem of 
everyone present here: police, civil society, government 
and the private sector. Government is a key player - pos-
sibly the key player - in this process and there can be little 
doubt that high crime is underpinned by poor delivery 
and is oft en also a failure of governance. Government 
alone cannot deliver a safer, more secure, South Africa. 
But together, all of us can and we need to start pulling 
together instead of pulling apart.

I spend a tremendous amount of my time travelling 
in Africa. I therefore know how false the perception is 
that South Africa is the crime capital of Africa or, indeed, 
of the world. In fact, a study that the Institute did for 
UNODC that was published in 2005 found that police-
recorded crime fi gures were not available for about half of 
the African countries. Offi  cial crime fi gures that do exist 
are rarely released on a regular basis, and there are also 
problems with the reliability of such statistics. Defi nitions 
of crimes vary greatly between countries. Many people 
do not report their victimisation and reported crimes are 

not always recorded by the responsible authorities (usually 
the police). 

Th ere are two primary sources for police statistics at 
the international level: UNODC and Interpol. Member 
states submit police statistics to UNODC in response to 
its crime trends surveys. Th e ICVS (International Crime 
Victim Survey) has conducted surveys in only thirteen 
African nations, and it appears that the in the few 
countries where police statistics are in fact available, they 
greatly underestimate the scale of crime in Africa. 

South Africa is diff erent. While there are concerns 
about the way in which crime data is being handled, 
South Africa does have detailed and largely accurate 
crime statistics. We also have a number of research 
institutes and think-tanks that work on crime, such as the 
Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation, the 
Centre for Criminology at the University of Cape Town, 
the Centre for Justice and Crime Prevention, the CSIR 
(Council for Scientifi c and Industrial Research), and BAC 
(Business Against Crime), etc.

Many of you will know that the Institute is in the 
process of undertaking a national victimisation survey 
with funding from the Open Society Foundation and 
the government of Ireland. Th e results will be available 
early next year and will enable us to track the previous 
victimisation surveys, which we completed in 2003 and 
earlier. Th e main benefi t of victimisation surveys is that, if 
conducted regularly over time, they provide an independ-
ent statistical source on national crime trends that com-
plements offi  cial data. Th e surveys can, for example, reveal 
whether increases in crime in the police database are in 
fact the result of more victims reporting, or whether there 
has been a real increase in prevalence. 

South Africa is fortunate in this regard because two 
national victim surveys have already been conducted: the 
fi rst in 1998 by Statistics SA, together with the Ministry of 
Safety and Security and the United Nations Interregional 
Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI); and the 
second by the ISS in 2003. Th e ISS participated in the 
1998 survey process and ensured that the methodology 
used in 2003 was consistent with the earlier study in order 
to allow comparability. Our 2007 survey will again be 
comparable with those of the previous surveys.

Th e Crime and Justice Programme is also engaged in 
the establishment of a one-stop information hub on crime 
in South Africa. Th is is part of an eff ort to contribute to 
the debate on crime and crime prevention in a responsible 
manner – replacing emotion with analysis. Th ere are 
two main reasons why credible information about crime 
should be made available in the public domain. Th e fi rst 
is that information is needed in order to respond to the 
problem. Accurate information is, aft er all, the basis for 
any good policy development, planning, and monitoring 
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and evaluation. Th e second, equally important, reason 
relates to the importance of public information about 
crime for promoting the rule of law and for strengthen-
ing good governance – two fundamentals of a young 
democracy that require constant attention. Th is is a func-
tion that should, of course, be provided by government. 
Feeling increasingly under assault, the police and other 
components of the Crime and Justice Programme have 
however retreated from public engagement. Receiving 
a daily battering in the media, the SAPS appear to have 
battened down the hatches and adopted a defensive and 
limited media engagement approach.

Th is is dangerous and worrying. It is something that 
we should work actively to counter. In much of Africa 
we see that the police are not your friendly ‘bobby on the 
beat’ but an instrument of executive power that is feared 
by locals and is regarded as a paramilitary structure 
with scant regard for locals. Th is is not the situation in 
South Africa, although there are obvious concerns about 
apparent executive dabbling in the judicial processes 
surrounding the National Prosecuting Authority. Detailed 
surveys undertaken a few years ago by the Institute did 
indicate that those South Africans who have come into 
contact with the police have a much more positive attitude 
towards them than is reported in the media - or than 
one would expect if you read the daily newspapers. At 
the same time, there are worrying trends regarding cor-
ruption and a shift  from evidenced-based convictions to 
convictions based on confession. 

Since the transition to democracy in 1994, the 
transformation of policing in South Africa has sought to 
reinvent the way in which the state polices South Africa’s 
diverse communities. Much of this eff ort has been direct-
ed at developing models of community policing, the local 
interpretation of which combines elements of structured 
police-community liaison (community policing forums, 
CPFs), problem-solving and partnership policing (crime 
prevention) and increased commitment to, and training 
in, human rights norms.

While much has been written about these eff orts and 
their impact, from both policy and evaluative points of 
view, comparatively little eff ort has been made to under-
stand the transformation of detective work in the new 
South Africa. Since detectives serve as the front line in 
dealing with physical evidence, this is a serious gap in the 
attempt to develop an understanding of policing in South 

Africa and the constraints on the implementation of a 
rights-based approach. Th is is an issue that the Institute 
aims to investigate in the future.

Given that the 2010 FIFA World Cup is to be hosted 
by South Africa, the Crime and Justice Programme has 
recently engaged in a study of the capacity of the South 
African Police Service and other related structures to 
successfully provide security at public gatherings. Th is 
conference forms part of that process. Th e conference is 
timeous, given the pending 2010 FIFA World Cup – the 
largest and most diverse event to be hosted by democratic 
South Africa. Th e idea of the conference is therefore to 
contribute positively to ensuring that 2010 is the occasion 
it ought to be.

Special mention should be made of our donors, 
without whose assistance this conference – and the work 
of the Crime and Justice Programme – would not be pos-
sible. Here, of course, I am referring particularly to Sean 
Tait of the Open Society Foundation and Gerd Linska of 
the Hanns Seidel Foundation.

Th e Hanns Seidel Foundation has also been involved 
in various trips by members of the SAPS before and aft er 
the FIFA World Cup in Germany and will be hosting a 
seminar on emergency services in Cape Town in the near 
future. Th e Open Society Foundation has supported our 
research on area crime-combating units that will be pre-
sented here today, as well as the Independent Complaints 
Directorate compliance study and our work on the 
International Criminal Court.

To the presenters who have taken time out of their 
busy schedules to speak at the conference: I am sure your 
active participation in the discussions and debates will 
make this worthwhile. It is always risky to cite names, 
but I think it would be remiss of me not to recognise 
Superintendent Helmut Bayerl, from the Munich Police 
Headquarters, who was a member of Germany’s FIFA 
World Cup planning committee and a member of the 
operational staff  and tactical advisor for the operations 
commander, and Mr Th emba Mathe from the National 
Secretariat for Safety and Security. 

We have a relatively long history of working with the 
SAPS and SARPCCO. Be assured that the ISS will con-
tinue to work with both of them to make South Africa and 
the region a more peaceful and secure environment – one 
which we can all enjoy – as I am sure we will during the 
FIFA World Cup. 
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Session I

Th e 2006 restructuring of the SAPS
Facilitated by Mr Boyane Tshehla

Institute for Security Studies

THE 2006 RESTRUCTURING OF THE 
SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE

Dir Hannes Swart

SAPS Effi  ciency Services

Director Swart began his presentation by referring to the 
following critical factors that impede optimal function-
ing of policing, as identifi ed by the South African Police 
Service (SAPS) top management: 

Senior and experienced personnel concentrated  ■

mainly at national, provincial and area levels
Disempowerment of station commissioners pertaining  ■

to operational and support decisions
Specialised skills concentrated mainly at provincial  ■

and area levels
Ineff ective communication due to too many organisa- ■

tional levels 
Ineff ective allocation and utilisation of human/physi- ■

cal resources provided 

SAPS management has adopted an internal and external 
strategy to improve policing. In terms of the internal 
strategy, three actions were identifi ed as crucial:

Aligning the levels of policing in terms of Section  ■

205(1) of the Constitution which makes provision for 
three levels of policing: national, provincial and local
Phasing out superfl uous organisational levels (for  ■

example area level)
Determining appropriate levels for execution of polic- ■

ing functions, for example which functions are to be 
performed at head offi  ce, provincial offi  ce and police 
station level

Th is in eff ect means the removal of the area level of 
policing from the existing SAPS structure, resulting in 
three levels of policing: national, provincial and police 
station level. 

Th e advantages of this are as follows:

Elimination of duplication ■

Improved service delivery ■

Improved command and control ■

Improved interaction, communication and  ■

participation
More eff ectiveness and effi  ciency ■

Quicker responses to changing circumstances and  ■

community needs.

In terms of the external strategy, the following results are 
expected:

Increased community participation and involvement  ■

(sector policing)
Increased trust in the police in order to report crime  ■

(Against Crime Together – ACT)
Improved partnership policing (Business Against  ■

Crime)
Encouraging communities to become involved in  ■

policing (reservists)
Improving police accessibility – in other words, estab- ■

lishing more police stations

Th e SAPS also adopted the following principles as part of 
an interim placement strategy:

To immediately deploy mainly area personnel to iden- ■

tifi ed police stations
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To consider crime weights during the deployment of  ■

personnel to police stations (giving preference to 169 
police stations that experience the highest number of 
contact crimes)
To consider the performance of police stations (per- ■

formance chart)
To identify police managers/members who have a  ■

track record of performance to increase the capacity at 
police stations
To increase a capacity for the tracking and tracing of  ■

wanted suspects

In future, the three levels of the SAPS will function as 
follows: 

National level: ■  Policy-making, the formulation of 
standards, assessment of performance and directing 
the service
Provincial level: ■  Implementation, facilitation and mon-
itoring of national policies and standards (including 
execution of functions that cannot be decentralised 
further) and assessment of performance
Police station level: ■  Deal with crime and provide polic-
ing services to the community. To be reorganised to 
execute their functions according to police stations’ 
crime priorities 

According to Director Swart, the rationale for the restruc-
turing process can be summarised as follows:

To counter ‘silo-management’ and promote integrated  ■

policing
To utilise metropolitan police services as a force  ■

multiplier
To capacitate priority police stations ■

To migrate skilled police personnel/managers to police  ■

stations from area, provincial and head offi  ce levels
To deploy senior and skilled police offi  cers to police  ■

stations to enhance capacity and to eff ectively execute 
policing responsibilities
To migrate family violence, child protection and  ■

sexual off ences members to an accounting police 
station cluster with the highest prevalence of crimes 
against women and children
To migrate crime combating members to contact  ■

crime and feeder police stations
To allocate physical resources - that is, vehicles - to  ■

identifi ed police stations
To optimise and improve data integrity (crime and  ■

personnel systems)
To empower station commissioners to take critical and  ■

immediate operational decisions without seeking prior 
approval

To hold station commissioners and commanders ac- ■

countable for desired operational results
To align accountability frameworks, measure perform- ■

ance and reward good performers (performance chart)

Director Swart concluded his presentation by explaining 
the process of ‘migrating’ members as extraneous duties 
and he also set out the four phases of the restructuring 
process of the SAPS:

Phase 1:  Alignment: Finalisation of provincial and 
police station structures

Phase 2: Approval of the above structures
Phase 3: Implementation of approved structures
Phase 4: Assessment of implemented structures

REFLECTIONS ON RESTRUCTURING IN 
THE SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE

Dr Johan Burger

Crime and Justice Programme, Institute for Security Studies

Dr Burger began his presentation by briefl y referring to 
the main reasons of the SAPS for restructuring:

Th at the area level is not in line with Section 205(1) of  ■

the Constitution
Th at the area level created a duplication of functions  ■

and acted as a post offi  ce
Th at senior and experienced members were concen- ■

trated at provincial and area levels, and
Th e need to strengthen police stations ■

He continued his presentation by making it clear, at the 
outset, that criticism on restructuring should not be seen 
as an indictment that restructuring in general is a bad 
idea. However, the current restructuring process within 
the SAPS does give rise to a number of concerns and Dr 
Burger listed some of these, as well as a number of critical 
perspectives against which the restructuring process 
should be viewed. For example, referring to the rationale 
for restructuring, he noted that there was no mention 
of factors such as ‘the pressures of crime’ or the police’s 
‘impossible mandate’ and to what extent, if any, this 
infl uenced the restructuring process. In the police’s pres-
entation only organisational weaknesses such as the lack 
of experience and expertise, and command and control, 
are mentioned. By focusing on internal weaknesses and 
steps to address these, the police continue to raise public 
expectations of what they will be able to do. Th is almost 
myopic approach to the pressures of crime and the 
‘impossible’ mandate of the police oft en sets the police up 
for failure. A good example is the government target of 
reducing contact crime with seven to ten per cent per year, 
which the police have also adopted as their target. Th e 
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problem in this instance is that although government can 
set such a target for itself, the police cannot. Th e police, by 
their own admission, do not control the social factors that 
cause most of these crimes and therefore it is illogical for 
them to set a target for something over which they have 
little or no control.

Dr Burger divided the rest of his presentation into four 
parts: the closing of area offi  ces; the closing of some special-
ised units; the decentralisation of other units; and the ‘mi-
gration’ or redeployment of senior personnel. He accepted 
the arguments that some of the functions performed by 
area offi  ces may have been a duplication and that there may 
have been a waste of resources, but he questioned the ability 
of accounting stations to perform the other and perhaps 
less appreciated functions of area offi  ces that are associated 
with internal oversight, such as regular inspections and 
subsequent guidance to station management.

He further pointed out that some specialised units 
were closed down before the current restructuring process 
and that there is some indication that this has already 
weakened the ability of the police to fi ght crime. Examples 
of such units are the Anti-Corruption Unit, the Murder 
and Robbery Unit and SANAB (South African Narcotics 
Bureau). Some members of these units were transferred 
to the Organised Crime Unit and Serious and the Violent 
Crimes Unit. Th e latter unit was supposed to take over 
responsibility for, amongst others, the investigation 
of murder and serious robbery cases. Now this unit is 
itself being ‘decentralised’ and two members are being 
transferred to each of a relatively small number of selected 
stations (high crime areas). Other units such as the FCS 

(Family Violence, Child Protection and Sexual Off ences) 
units are also being decentralised and approximately six 
members are being transferred to accounting stations.

According to Dr Burger, there may be short-term 
advantages for police stations in the sense that the exper-
tise (and the additional numbers and resources) of these 
members will be available at the relevant police stations, 
allowing them to improve service delivery. However, the 
danger is in the medium and longer term. Th is includes a 
number of real and potential threats (over time):

Loss of focus and specialisation ■

Gradual loss of expertise and capability ■

Negative impact on morale ■

Negative impact on informer networks ■

Loss of  ■ ésprit de corps 
General investigative demands at police station level ■

Assumption that all senior offi  cers (at provincial  ■

and area level) are equipped for station/operational 
management 

He concluded his presentation by saying that the restruc-
turing of the SAPS is clearly well intentioned, but that 
some aspects of the process are both debatable and worry-
ing. However, during 2008 and with the assistance of the 
SAPS the ISS will conduct further research to determine 
what works and what does not as far as the restructuring 
is concerned. Th e results of such an independent study 
should assist the SAPS to identify good practices, obsta-
cles and weaknesses in the restructuring process and how 
to address these.
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Session II

Public order policing and the 
2010 FIFA World Cup

Facilitated by Mr Jake Moloi

Institute for Security Studies

A REVIEW OF THE PUBLIC 
ORDER POLICE UNITS

Ms Bilkis Omar

Institute for Security Studies

Ms Omar’s study on the public order police units focused 
on assessing the capacity of the units to manage protest 
marches and the 2010 FIFA World Cup. Th e study was 
conducted in Gauteng, at the Johannesburg and Springs 
units, and at the Ekurhuleni Metro Police Department. 
Th e Private Security Industry Regulating Authority 
(PSIRA) was interviewed regarding mechanisms that 
were being put in place for the 2010 FIFA World Cup. 
Th e South African Football Association, Premier Soccer 
League, and Ellis Parks Stadium heads of security were 
also interviewed regarding security preparations for the 
2010 FIFA World Cup.

Th e public order police units have undergone many 
structural changes, one of them being a restructuring, 
in 2001 - from Public Order Police units to Area Crime 
Combating Units (ACCUs). Crime combating became the 
primary function of the units and crowd management 
became the secondary function. According to Ms Omar, 
overall the restructuring was positive for the units. Th e 
crowd management function was always prioritised, even 
over crime combating.

With the restructuring in 2006, the seven ACCUs in 
Gauteng were partially decentralised to police station 
level. Th e remainder of the ACCU members were 
redeployed into three newly named Crime Combating 
Units (CCUs). Th e personnel number was decreased by 
50 per cent, from 1 383 operational members to a mere 
614 members.

Th is restructuring has had a major impact on the 
units. Members were concerned about the way in which 

the implementation of the restructuring was done, 
especially the criteria that was used to select members 
to be sent to stations and the lack of consultation and 
information about the process. In-service training is also 
not being done because members have to attend to various 
other tasks, for example crime combating. Productivity 
has dropped, morale has been lowered, and many family 
lives have been aff ected. 

Members fear is that the occurrence of a large 
spontaneous incident will be the test of their capabilities. 
Th ey also fear that a fatality would have to occur before 
management realises that the restructuring of the CCUs 
was a mistake.

In terms of crowd control equipment, the general im-
pression is that the minimal, most essential and economi-
cal equipment have been issued to members.

Another issue related to public order policing is the 
legislation that governs the CCUs, that is, the Regulation 
of Gatherings Act. Th ere are a few practical logistical 
challenges facing law enforcement offi  cials that need to 
be addressed. 

In terms of Metro Police Department and public 
order policing, the directive to train metro police offi  c-
ers in crowd management was issued by the National 
Commissioner as a result of metro police offi  cers (precinct 
offi  cers) being fi rst respondents to most incidents that has 
the potential to turn violent. Th e Ekurhuleni Metro Police 
Department (EMPD) has an established public order unit 
and metro precinct offi  cers are also being provided with 
crowd management training. 

According to Ms Omar, command and control 
between EMPD and SAPS CCUs is a problem in the East 
Rand. SAPS CCU members believe they have overall 
command, even over a more senior offi  cer of the EMPD. 
Th e EMPD public order members agree with this, but the 
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problem persists. Th ere is no clarity regarding this point, 
but it needs to be addressed urgently. In-service train-
ing is not being done at the EMPD according to offi  cers 
interviewed, and there is also no measuring or assessment 
mechanism on the training of metro offi  cers. 

Omar stated that the establishment of public order 
units within metro police departments is sensible and 
benefi cial. Th ey supplement SAPS CCUs and they also 
acquire knowledge and skills that allow them to respond 
appropriately to situations. 

Since 2006 SAPS VISPOL members assigned to 
stations to do visible policing have also been receiving 
training in crowd management to prepare them for the 
2010 FIFA World Cup. Th ey will be tasked to manage level 
1 and 2 marches and gatherings - that is, medium- to low-
risk marches.

Ms Omar stated that the 2010 FIFA World Cup will 
be a challenge for the SAPS because of the country’s high 
crime rate. Regarding soccer hooliganism, the SAPS have 
already begun preparations to deal with this phenomenon 
in association nwith Interpol and other international 
agencies. Th e concern relating to SAPS CCUs with regard 
to 2010 is the likely increase in protest marches because 
of media interest. Th e SAPS CCU will undoubtedly be 
overstretched.

Th e following are some of the recommendations ema-
nating from the study.

Th e Regulation of Gatherings Act (Act 205 of 1993) 
governing crowd management is a 14-year-old Act and 
needs to be updated. Practical experience in the manage-
ment of events has shown that there is a need to more 
clearly defi ne the role and responsibility of march organ-
isers and marshals.

CCUs need a new working document providing guid- ■

ance on their new roles. With the dissolution of the 
area level, Standing Order 262 and other policy docu-
ments have become outdated and need to be revised
Th e restructuring of the CCUs in September 2006  ■

should be reassessed. Th e units should become ac-
countable to the provincial offi  ce and be renamed 
Provincial Public Order Police. If necessary, they can 
be deployed from their units to assist stations with 
crime prevention operations
Th e CCUs have being depleted by 50 per cent, while  ■

continuing to service the same geographical areas. 
Th e additional travelling required by the restructuring 
has exacerbated the problem. If the problem is not 
addressed, members are sure to suff er severe stress and 
fatigue 
Th e SAPS should, as far as possible, not use the CCUs  ■

for policing needs other than those for which they 
have been specially trained

An in-depth refresher course on the Regulation of  ■

Gatherings Act must be presented at least once every 
three years
Some of the outdated terminology that is still some- ■

times used by CCU members needs to be addressed 
in training sessions. ‘Crowd control’ is now referred 
to as ‘crowd management’ and ‘riots’ are referred to as 
‘protests’
Training must be made a priority by unit command- ■

ers, even if it comes at the expense of crime-combating 
duties. In-service training was being neglected by the 
units, but with the restructuring it came to a total 
standstill. Th is means that members are becoming de-
skilled. Fortunately the specialist crowd management 
skills have not been lost, because the units are manned 
largely by people with ten to twenty years’ experience 
in this fi eld. Nonetheless, the skills base is eroding 
and – more seriously – incoming members are not 
receiving in-service training
With regard to the use of fi rearms in crowd control,  ■

the police need better and more regular training
Th e training of private security guards has to be made  ■

a priority in view of their important role in providing 
security for the 2010 FIFA World Cup. Since this is 
not the responsibility of the SAPS, it should be co-
ordinated at ministerial level
Th e Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority  ■

(PSIRA) has a vital role to play if the World Cup is to 
be a success. Private security companies have been 
tasked with an important role, so proper training in 
crowd management and registration of stewards are 
essential. PSIRA must also ensure that security offi  cers 
wear their registration cards 

Ms Omar stated that public order policing has improved 
dramatically in terms of respect for human rights. But 
with the current structure, the management of protest 
marches is a major challenge for the SAPS. Th e units 
should revert back to their previous arrangement and be 
made accountable to the provincial police offi  ce. Th ey 
should primarily perform crowd management and also 
assist in crime combating within their respective areas.

In terms of security for the 2010 FIFA World Cup, Ms 
Omar had no doubt that the police will manage, given the 
management of past international events, but only if the 
units are suffi  ciently well resourced. 

2006 FIFA WORLD CUP IN GERMANY

Superintendent Helmut Bayerl

 Munich Police Headquarters, Order & Protective duties

Sup Bayerl began his presentation by thanking the ISS for 
the invitation to speak in South Africa and to share his 
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experiences in policing the 2006 FIFA World Cup. He was 
a member of the central planning group, which organised 
the security measures for the event.

Sup Bayerl stated that the aim of his presentation was 
to provide a broad overview of the experiences gathered 
in the fi eld of security during the FIFA World Cup 2006 
in Germany. Th e security preparations for this major 
event by the responsible national and federal security 
departments were the most expensive and comprehensive 
than for any other major sports event. Security authori-
ties as well as organizers were able to gain signifi cant 
experiences during the Confederations Cup 2005. Th ese 
preparations and the on-site planning of operations fully 
paid off .

Sup Bayerl said that since March 2004, the “Project 
WORLD CUP 2006” at the Munich Police Headquarters 
had been preparing police operations for the occasion. 
Th e preparations were based on the guidelines set out in 
the Police Framework concept, which was coordinated 
nationwide. Th e strict implementation of the guidelines 
guaranteed, on the one hand, a maximum of security and, 
on the other hand, the total acceptance of police work in 
the public.

Th e “Project WORLD CUP 2006” had a special 
organization structure consisting of a higher committee 
(called the project committee) directed by the Deputy 
Commissioner of the Munich Police Headquarters. Th e 
committee defi ned the objectives, made the major deci-
sions, and controlled the results. 

Sup Bayerl was a member of the project management 
team, which represented the “Project WORLD CUP 
2006”, internally within the Police Headquarters as well 
as externally to the other authorities and to the greater 
public. He also fulfi lled the obligation to inform the Police 
Commissioner and supported the task forces regarding 
professional ability and staffi  ng. In addition, the Central 
Psychological Services of the Bavarian Police gave advice 
to the project management. Basically, seven task forces 
were subordinated to the project management. 

Th e following fi elds were involved: E1 – general 
duty matters, E2 – operations and protection duties, 
E3 – combating crime, E4 – traffi  c, LIS – Bavarian State 
Information Offi  ce for Sports Operations, Department 
V – Supplies and, fi nally the task force, Public Relations. 
Th e exact areas of responsibility of the particular projects 
were defi ned in the detailed project manual. In addi-
tion, representatives of regional police authorities, of 
Central Services Police Departments and of the Criminal 
Investigation Departments were involved at certain stages 
in the project. 

Sup Bayerl and the committee based the organisation 
of this project on the everyday organisation of the Munich 
Police Headquarters. Th e deputy head of the project, as 

well as the members of the two task forces E 2 and LIS, 
were exempted from their daily duties. 

During the World Cup Tournament the “Project 
WORLD CUP 2006” was part of the operations 
centre, which steered all policing activities. Th e chain 
of command developed for this operation, played a 
decisive role.

Besides having prepared the world championship 
theoretically the project team did practical training as 
well. At fi rst they carried out a disaster control exercise 
in October 2005, which was done in cooperation with the 
Munich fi re brigade. 

During a three-day large-scale exercise nearly 500 
police offi  cers of the Munich Police Headquarters were 
deployed, plus about 250 offi  cers of Th e Central Federal 
Support Group, 150 offi  cers from other police organiza-
tions and forces of the fi re brigade.

Among other things, the large-scale exercise was made 
up of a fi ctive blackmailing with an attack threat during a 
major event and at the same time of a supposed gunfi ght 
in the north of Munich. In addition, the police practised 
situations like separating the fans during a supposed 
World Cup match and also police intervention during a 
typical hooligan confl ict, among other places on a bus.

Th e three-day exercise was very strenuous and de-
manding- both in terms of the preparations, and, in terms 
of the resulting realization. It defi nitely showed them the 
limits of feasibility. Looking back, Sup Bayerl says he now 
sees that, except the amok run, all police exercise situa-
tions actually took place during the world championship. 
Th anks to the practical exercises that have been practised 
beforehand they were perfectly prepared for all situations. 
Th e practical trainings were completed with a FC Bayern 
Munich champions league match, which was carried out 
with the world championship organization team. 

Making use of the established information structures 
within the national and federal police authorities, struc-
tures based on the already existing security situation in 
the German football league only had to be adjusted for 
this event. Th e Federal Offi  ce for Criminal Investigation 
BKA also worked with foreign Security Liaison Offi  cers to 
assess possible terrorist threats. By using daily situation 
reports, prepared by the central departments the level 
of information was constantly up to date in all Federal 
German states.

Sup Bayerl said that the measures to prevent threats 
could be categorized as follows:

Hooliganism

Prior to, and partly during the World Cup, certain 
measures were taken against persons who were willing 
to use, or, were potentially prone to resorting to violence. 
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Th ese steps were coordinated by the Bavarian information 
department for sports operations LIS-Bayern and are 
as follows:

Firstly preventive talks with persons known as trou- ■

blemakers (241 in Bavaria / 94 in Munich / 8 450 in 
Germany altogether)
Secondly obligatory registration (32 in Bavaria / 15 in  ■

Munich / 910 in Germany)
Finally bans from staying in, and entering the relevant  ■

premises (205 in Bavaria / 161 in Munich / 3 200 in 
Germany)

Th ese preventive instruments had already proven eff ective 
in international matches previous to the World Cup and 
should be used again for the European Championships in 
Austria / Switzerland in 2008.

The second category is in terms 
of politically motivated crime

Persons classifi ed as dangerous in terms of Islamic 
extremism / terrorism were observed before and during 
the World Cup by taking surveillance measures and using 
other operative means adjusted to the particular situation.

The last category is in terms 
of general crime

Conceptual preparations were specially made for the fi elds 
of pickpocketing and confi dence tricks, hotel and baggage 
larceny, fraud (such as fake tickets, product piracy 
etc) as well as traffi  cking in human beings and forced 
prostitution.

Among others, offi  cers with special training supported 
by foreign experts (from Austria and Switzerland) were 
deployed to fi ght larceny. In this way members of interna-
tionally operating groups could be arrested in Munich.

Considering the extensive checks, fears of increased 
traffi  cking in human beings and forced prostitution didn’t 
prove true.

In terms of events, besides the media centre, the FIFA 
Congress, the opening match, three group matches, one 
last 16 match and the semi-fi nal match Munich Police 
were in charge of several related and parallel events. As a 
consequence the police operations took fi ve weeks (7 days 
a week, 24 hours a day). 

Th e most important tasks here were guaranteeing 
event and area security, facility protection as well as pro-
tection of persons and guiding vehicles with and without 
closing-off  the road.

Th e deployment of German and foreign spotters 
(SKB delegations) proved to be very eff ective and played 

a decisive role in the successful operations. Assessing 
the situations and taking police measures was especially 
facilitated by their knowledge of the relevant persons and 
their fellow-citizens’ customs.

Th e perception of the foreign police offi  cers was posi-
tive and they were highly accepted by the local people.

Mr Bayerl then discussed the number of standby units. 
For example, during the opening match day 3 223 police 
offi  cers were deployed. On 24 June (for the Germany 
versus Sweden game ) 3 413 police offi  cers were deployed. 

Th e FIFA World Cup 2006™ organizational committee 
rented the Munich stadium and grounds for the duration 
of the World Cup and exercised domiciliary rights. Th e 
organization committee in Munich met the demands of 
FIFA to implement security guidelines consistently in all 
stadiums.

Th e FIFA as organizer of the FIFA World Cup guar-
anteed safety and security of the stadiums, of the team 
hotels and the media centres. Th e security areas were 
enclosed and access gates were set up. Comprehensive 
access checks by the stewards proved to be very eff ective. 
Dangerous objects, fi reworks and the like got into the 
stadiums only in few exceptional circumstances.

Th e Munich Police Headquarters had a public police 
station and a detainee registration point in the stadium. 
Moreover, the police had a command post at their 
disposal, which met professional requirements with up-
to-date and functional equipment, enough space and a 
good overview of the stadium. Besides that, the Munich 
Police Headquarters paid special attention to the quality 
of the video system. Th e system consisted of more than 
80 cameras covering the interior area of the stadium, the 
esplanade and the traffi  c access area.

On 17 June 2006 – one day before the Brazil versus 
Australia match in Munich – Munich Police found out 
that the famous streaker Monte Moreno was staying in 
Munich with three other Brazilians. In the past Moreno 
appeared several times at diff erent sports events rushing 
across the pitch wearing t-shirts that showed advertising 
slogans. Making use of regular and persistent controls 
Munich police succeeded in getting Moreno to leave 
Germany with two of his companions of their own free 
will. His third Brazilian companion tried to enter the 
FIFA stadium the following day – the day that the Brazil 
versus Australia match took place - but Munich Police 
prosecuted him for breach of the domestic peace. Just two 
weeks aft er that incident Moreno and his companions 
were in Munich again on the day of the semi-fi nal match. 
As a consequence the three Brazilians were taken in 
custody. Whereas Moreno and Moreas were kept prison-
ers, the third companion Peppi was released during the 
aft ernoon but he was monitored by the police the whole 
day until the end of the match. 

Session II: Public order policing and the 2010 FIFA World Cup
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Mr Bayerl then discussed the guidelines of the Police 
Framework Plan (standards like fencings, security service, 
access controls, etc.) were fully implemented at the FIFA 
Fan-Festival in Munich. Th e security service contracted 
at the Fan-Festival in Munich was not up to the high 
demands, needed for a crowd capacity of 35 000. Th e 
commitment of part of the stewards deployed was also 
lacking. Th is was true at least during the initial phase. 
Th erefore, rigorous police intervention was necessary to 
maintain law and order and calm down the situation. 
Finally co-operation was getting increasingly better and 
worked without problems in the end. In Munich capaci-
ties had to be increased and additional large screens had 
to be set up because of the enormous stream of visitors 
(up to 85 000 persons), which partly overran the fences.

Th e parallel events of the World Cup in Munich, which 
are relevant to the police took place not only in the Olympic 
Park. Th e Munich Police Headquarters were prepared for 
situations at which supporters of all national teams come 
together in the city centre and especially near Ludwig Street 
and Leopold Street, the two major city boulevards.

On its peak days up to 70 000 fans celebrated on 
the “Fan mile” in (Munich City Centre) Leopold Street 
between Siegestor and Münchner Freiheit (partly up to 
Odeonsplatz). Compared to the massive crowds of people, 
however, only a relatively small number of crimes and 
misdemeanours were committed. For example, groups 
of rival fans had to be separated. Apart from this, traffi  c 
jams produced by extreme traffi  c obstructions such as 
motorcades had to be kept to a minimum.

As a result of the huge amount of glass garbage left  
on the party mile on 28 June 2006 the government of the 
Bavarian capital Munich ordered a ban on the selling 
and handing over of glass bottles in the extended area of 
the party mile Leopoldstraße / Ludwigstraße. Th is ban 
applied to all bars & restaurants, and shops. With this 
regulation coming into eff ect, a substantial reduction 
of garbage (from 40 to 15 tons) could be achieved. Th e 
number of injured visitors decreased, too. Similar eff ects 
could also be observed in other major cities.

Dr Bayerl stated that in terms of airspace, irrespective 
of the obligatory small no-fl y zones above the FIFA World 
Cup Stadiums during all matches, a large no-fl y zone 
(with a radius of 30 nautical miles) was implemented for 
contact fl ights on the occasion of the opening match in 
Munich on 9 June 2006. In addition to four police heli-
copters for general policing tasks fi ve police helicopters 
were deployed for intervention measures. In the fl ight 
operations centre, which was set up on the grounds of the 
helicopter squad, a total of 29 offi  cers were deployed, of 
which nine were soldiers of the German Armed Forces, 
two staff  members of the German Air Traffi  c Control and 
two offi  cers of the Aviation Agency of South Bavaria. Co-

operation with the German Armed Forces, the German 
Air Traffi  c Control and the Aviation Agencies worked 
perfectly.

Mr Bayerl completed his presentation with an over-
view of the results achieved:

During the World Cup Tournament in Munich on the 
opening match day 141 persons at risk were protected, 
22 vehicles were guided closing-off  the road, and 67 
vehicles were guided without closing-off  the roads. 24 
pick-pocketers were caught red-handed and arrested. One 
case of blackmailing had to be investigated. A total of 936 
persons were arrested during the fi ve weeks.

Th e operational concept of the police forces on the oc-
casion of the FIFA World CUP 2006 proved to be success-
ful. Th e friendly and reserved behaviour of the operations 
forces, combined with consistent and always professional 
intervention, where required, was successful. Police offi  c-
ers responded calmly but eff ectively, a mode of procedure 
which gained international recognition.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE 
SERVICE’S STATE OF READINESS 
FOR THE 2010 FIFA WORLD CUP

Dir Frans Gibson

SAPS Operational Coordination

Director Gibson stated that the South African Police 
Service has already compiled an operational plan for the 
2010 FIFA World Cup based on FIFA’s standards. Th is 
confi rms the state of readiness for any security- or disaster-
related incidents that may occur at any stage from now 
until or beyond 2010. Th e national Minister of Safety and 
Security and the National Commissioner have given guar-
antees that a crime-free and successful event will be hosted. 

Th e operational plan addressed all issues as set out 
in the bid book, from ports of entry to stadiums, ac-
commodation, roads, tourists and public viewing areas. 
Human resources are already being allocated based on 
minimum standards that will be applicable to each host 
city. Th e organisational structure of all departments on 
how the operation will take place were also presented by 
Director Gibson, as well as those of the members of the 
National Joint Operational and Intelligence Structures 
(NATJOINTS) and their functions at each level. Th e 
NATJOINT planning task team is responsible overall 
for planning the whole operation countrywide and all 
departments will submit operational plans where security 
issues will be addressed. 

Director Gibson concluded by stating that the SAPS, 
together with other government departments such as the 
National Intelligence Agency, the South African National 
Defence Force and Home Aff airs, want to change the 
image of the country.
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Policing and oversight
Facilitated by Ms Antoinette Louw

Institute for Security Studies

THE CHANGING NATURE OF 
POLICING: A PERSPECTIVE FROM 
THE NATIONAL SECRETARIAT 
FOR SAFETY AND SECURITY

Mr Temba Mathe

National Secretariat for Safety and Security

Mr Mathe began his address by speaking about the 
Constitution and the rights it has accorded South African 
citizens. He went on to discuss the advances made in the 
sphere of policing since the advent of democracy and to 
highlight the challenges that still confront us. 

He stated that in giving eff ect to the constitutional im-
peratives government proceeded to democratise govern-
ment institutions and the laws of the country. Th e South 
African Police Act was rewritten and the name of the 
police force changed to the South African Police Service 
in an attempt to ensure that the police began to provide a 
policing service to all the people of South Africa.

A few important principles also emerged from the 
new policing policy. Community policing was one such 
initiative. Th e police used to lack credibility and broad 
community acceptance, but the new Act, the South 
African Police Service Act 68 of 1995, legislated the 
establishment and functions of community policing 
forums (CPFs). Th ese have been devised to bridge the gap 
between the police and the communities and to introduce 
communities into the articulation of policing needs and 
priorities. 

 Th e introduction of CPFs also brought in the ele-
ments of civilian oversight and police accountability. Th e 
community was for the fi rst time beginning to become 
involved in initiatives to hold the police accountable for 
service delivery and conduct that was in accordance with 
constitutional values and norms. Th e Secretariat for Safety 

and Security became the statutory structural mechanism 
to assist the Minister in conducting oversight over the 
police and ensuring its accountability.

Th e other principle of modern-day policing, according 
to Mr Mathe, is that of co-ordination and integration 
of projects and programmes that cross-cut the safety 
and security spectrum. Th e National Crime Prevention 
Strategy was intended to achieve this and to give eff ect to 
the constitutional imperative of co-operative governance. 
Th e need for a shift  away from the silo-approach of polic-
ing towards a holistic, co-ordinated and integrated ap-
proach was identifi ed. Th is involved the establishment of 
proactive crime prevention programmes that introduced 
the involvement of other departments, not only within 
the criminal justice system but also in departments 
that extended beyond the criminal justice system - the 
Department of Social Development and the Department 
of Provincial and Local Government, to name but a few. 
Linked to the strategy of integration and co-ordination 
is the government’s approach to clustering departments. 
An example is the Justice, Crime Prevention and Security 
cluster that is intended to address broad safety and 
security matters within an integrated and co-ordinated 
approach.

Th e battle against crime continues, stated Mr Mathe, 
and the prisons continue to be overcrowded. Government 
has commissioned research into the violent nature of 
crime and also to look at vigorously engaging in social 
crime prevention initiatives to address the root causes or 
triggers of crime. Because crime is a social problem, the 
solution has to be a social solution, involving more players 
than just the police. Put simply, this does not mean ‘more 
cops equal less crime’ but rather ‘more development, more 
social and economic justice equal less crime’. Th e capacity 
to address and solve crimes does not depend on the police 
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or police numbers but rather on the relationship between 
members of the service and the communities they serve. 
Th e emphasis is on community participation in address-
ing the needs of the communities and supporting the 
police in a responsible way to develop crime prevention 
strategies. 

Eff ective social crime prevention initiatives and strate-
gies, in a multi-agency approach, are critical to address 
the root causes of crime. Th is is not solely a police respon-
sibility and the ‘more visible police’ argument may not 
produce the desired result where crimes ‘behind closed 
doors and out of public sight’ are taking place, although 
it is acknowledged that visible police patrol is a powerful 
deterrent. Statistics indicate that social fabric crimes con-
stitute about 80 per cent of the crimes committed in South 
Africa. Th is fi gure reinforces the importance of social 
crime-prevention initiatives and the role of communities 
in the fi ght against crime. 

Th e strategy of sector policing was also introduced in 
the attempt to improve service delivery to communities by 
the police. Sector policing not only improves the response 
and reaction by police, but also improves police visibility 
in the sectors and provides for more effi  cient utilisation 
of police resources. It is important that sector policing, 
as a policing management strategy, work in synergy with 
community policing so that optimal results are achieved 
in providing safety and security.

Mr Mathe stated that it is important that the National 
Crime Prevention Strategy and the National Crime 
Combating Strategy complement each other so that the 
problem of crime is addressed eff ectively within the 
framework of constitutional norms and standards. Th e 
challenge is to synergise the civilian oversight initiatives 
of the secretariats of Safety and Security and those of civil 
society and NGOs. We need to fi nd ways and agree on the 
modalities so that there is an eff ective partnership strat-
egy that enhances police accountability, he concluded.

GAUTENG PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
TO IMPROVE STATION LEVEL POLICING

Mr Gareth Newham

Advisor to the Gauteng MEC for Community Safety

Mr Newham stated that the approach of the Gauteng 
Department of Community Safety to improve station 
level policing through performance monitoring must 
be seen in the larger context of the Gauteng Provincial 
Government’s adoption on 30 August 2006 of the 
Gauteng Safety Strategy 2006 to 2014. Th e strategy was 
developed by the Gauteng Department of Community 
Safety aft er an extensive consultation and research 
process that looked at international and local experience 
in reducing crime.

Mr Newham said that the strategy consists of four 
interdependent pillars containing specifi c objectives that 
over time will strengthen the capacity of the provincial 
government to understand and infl uence factors that 
contribute to crime in Gauteng. Th ese pillars are:

Improving the quality of policing ■

Promoting social crime prevention throughout  ■

government
Strengthening institutional arrangements for crime  ■

reduction, and
Encouraging community participation in crime  ■

reduction

His presentation focused on what is being done by the 
Gauteng Department of Community Safety to achieve 
the objectives presented in the fi rst pillar, ‘Improving the 
quality of policing’. Th e objectives within this pillar are 
as follows:

Strengthening the monitoring of police performance ■

Strengthening the monitoring of police conduct ■

Improving the functioning of community policing  ■

forums (CPFs)
Promoting collaboration between the South Africa  ■

Police Service (SAPS) and other agencies in tackling 
crime

Mr Newham stated that in the early part of 2007, the 
Gauteng Department of Community Safety started 
to develop a system that would allow the Provincial 
Government, through the MEC for Community Safety, 
Firoz Cachalia, to monitor crime and policing across 
Gauteng on a regular basis. Th e system is based on the 
principles of the Compstat system used by the New York 
City Police Department. Th e Gauteng Information on 
Police Performance System (GIPPS) aims to strengthen 
the strategic decision-making capacity of the MEC 
through collecting and presenting information on the 
trends and patterns of diff erent types of crime and 
the performance of police stations in each precinct in 
Gauteng. In this way the MEC can assess where emerging 
problems are starting to occur and assess whether anti-
crime initiatives are having any impact.

Th e system accesses both quantitative and qualitative 
data from diff erent systems within the SAPS and direc-
torates within the Gauteng Department of Community 
Safety. Th e SAPS provide crime statistics for the province 
as a whole and for each of the 130 police stations. Th ey 
also provide statistics on the fl ow and outcomes of violent 
crime cases as they move from the detectives to the 
courts through what is known as the SAPS 6 document. 
Furthermore, the SAPS provide monthly effi  ciency ratings 
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for each police station according to the electronic police 
station performance chart system. Th e Department of 
Community Safety provide further statistical and qualita-
tive information on specifi c police stations and CPDs 
through interviews with police and CPF members at a 
local level. 

Mr Newham said that, currently, the system produces 
monthly reports that present a picture of crime and 
policing across the province through graphs, tables and 
narrative. With regard to crime, the reports present the 
following information compared to the previous year:

Changes in the total numbers of ‘Category A’ crimes  ■

reported in Gauteng
Changes in the total numbers of violent ‘contact’  ■

crimes reported in Gauteng
Th e extent to which each crime category is increasing,  ■

decreasing or stabilising
Mapping of crime categories to highlight geographical  ■

trends and patterns
Ranking of police stations according to increases and  ■

decreases in ‘total contact crimes’ and in each of the 
specifi c priority crimes (murder, rape, residential rob-
beries, business robberies and hijacking)

Th e reports include the following information on police 
performance:

Police stations are presented according to their  ■

overall effi  ciency ratings, crime prevention effi  ciency 
ratings and detective services effi  ciency ratings as 
generated by the SAPS Police Station Performance 
Chart
Provincial criminal justice case fl ow data (SAPS 6) is  ■

presented for each of the contact crimes

Detailed station profi les are given for fi ve of the top  ■

and fi ve of the lowest rated police stations according to 
the performance chart 

Mr Newham stated that the GIPPS system has recently 
been linked to a police station performance improvement 
process. Each month the management teams (Station 
Commissioner, Head of Crime Prevention and Head of 
Detectives) of fi ve police stations that have been recording 
signifi cant increases in violent crimes and/or deteriorat-
ing effi  ciency ratings are invited to a meeting with the 
MEC for Community Safety and the Gauteng SAPS 
Provincial Commissioner. Prior to the meeting, station 
profi les are developed from SAPS and departmental 
information that present the crime and performance chal-
lenges facing each station. 

At the meeting station commissioners present a six-
month plan that highlights how they intend to address 
specifi c challenges so as to improve their performance. 
Th ey are also aff orded the opportunity to contextualise 
the challenges they face and identify assistance they may 
require from the Department of Community Safety. Each 
of the stations is then assessed over a period of six months 
and attends a second meeting where the impact of the 
improvement plans are discussed. It is intended that ‘good 
practices’ will be identifi ed and documented from stations 
that have demonstrated performance improvements and 
further attention be given to stations where there has been 
no improvement in performance. 

Mr Newham concluded that the GIPPS system is in the 
early phases of development, having been piloted in May 
2007 for the fi rst time. It will develop and improve over 
time as additional information is added and it becomes 
an institutionalised way of tracking crime and police 
performance by the Gauteng Provincial Government. 
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Session IV

Th e future of policing 
Facilitated by Ms Antoinette Louw

Institute for Security Studies

CORRUPTION AND THE SOUTH 
AFRICAN POLICE SERVICE: A 
REVIEW AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

Mr Andrew Faull

ISS-Commissioned Researcher

In contextualising his research, Mr Faull made reference 
to three key surveys:

Th e ISS 2003 Victims of Crime Survey was referred  ■

to as showing the high proportion of respondents 
reportedly requested to pay bribes. Th e survey 
highlighted policing as the second most likely sphere 
in which respondents were requested to pay bribes in 
South Africa
Th e Centre for the Study of Violence and  ■

Reconciliation (CSVR) Johannesburg Area 
Transformation Survey, 2004, was referred to as an 
illustration of some SAPS members’ perceptions 
of corruption and corruption management in the 
organisation. Th e survey was used to highlight the 
organisational culture of policing institutions in which 
solidarity and suspicion of outsiders make it diffi  cult 
to expose corruption 
Th e Afrobarometer survey, 2002-2006, illustrated  ■

rising public perceptions of police corruption in the 
country. It was also used to highlight the correlation 
between lack of trust in the police and perceptions 
of corruption wherein perceptions of corruption are 
the variable most likely to negatively damage trust 
in police
An overview of other research was touched on,  ■

highlighting concerns over the closure of the Anti-
Corruption Unit, lack of leadership and structures in 
terms of corruption, and poor oversight of the SAPS

Mr Faull then summarised the fi ndings of past research to 
provide the context for his analysis.

He then introduced a section titled ‘SAPS (and the 
Independent Complaints Directorate (ICD)) engagement 
with corruption post-1994’. Th is section was discussed 
through means of a timeline and highlighted the follow-
ing events:

1996: Launch of the National Crime Prevention  ■

Strategy, highlighting corruption in the justice sector 
as the greatest threat to the governance of safety and 
security. Also the launch of the Anti-Corruption Unit 
(ACU) 
2000-2002: Th e ACU is reduced and closed; annual  ■

reports start reporting on a Service Integrity Strategy 
(SIS)
2002-2004: Annual reports imply that the SIS has been  ■

developed and applied
2004-2006: Reports refer to a Corruption and Fraud  ■

Prevention Strategy and imply its implementation. 
Risk assessment strategy is also introduced and linked 
to corruption strategy
2007: First phases of the strategy rolled out ■

2009: Projected date for complete rollout  ■

Mr Faull read extracts from annual reports to highlight 
the manner in which the SAPS has misled the public by 
implying that structures had been developed when they in 
reality had not. 

In referring to SAPS disciplinary data, he commented 
on the manner in which reporting has diff ered over the 
years, making it diffi  cult to gauge SAPS action in this 
regard. He also referred briefl y to the role of the ICD and 
its corruption-related fi gures. He highlighted a rise in 
reporting with the ICD following the closure of the ACU 
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and also highlighted the minute size of the ICD’s anti-
corruption command unit.

Mr Faull summarised the engagement of the SAPS and 
the ICD with corruption before introducing a section on 
the Corruption and Fraud Prevention Plan (CFPP).

He highlighted the fact that an instruction had been 
given in September 2007 to roll out the plan but that 
nobody seemed sure whether or how this was happen-
ing. He also stressed that the plan had been evolving so 
rapidly and dynamically in 2007 that things would be 
reported and then changed. He drew attention to the 
fact that little was known about the plan and that more 
needed to be done to engage the SAPS on this topic, to 
learn more about the plan, to hold the SAPS to their 
timeframes, and to not let them play the ‘reporting 
game’ for another seven years, and demand action in 
this regard. 

He speculated that the plan was probably broken into 
four sections: prevention, detection, restoration and inves-
tigation. Th is speculation, he said, was based on the struc-
ture of the Corruption and Fraud Prevention Strategy 
released early in 2007. He highlighted the problematic 
nature of the investigation component in which this func-
tion would remain with organised crime and station level 
detectives and no plans in place for a new anti-corruption 
unit. He also highlighted plans of the SAPS for an anti-
corruption education drive that would solicit buy-in and 
participation from the public in the struggle against cor-
ruption. He said this was an area in which the SAPS had 
failed to act in the past. 

Mr Faull summarised the section by commending the 
SAPS for beginning to roll out their plan, but stressed the 
need for civil society oversight of it. 

Mr Faull introduced his fi nal section, ‘Where to from 
here?’, but ran out of time. He briefl y re-stressed a need 
for greater engagement on the part of civil society, govern-
ment and other oversight and engagement with the SAPS 
on the topic of corruption management. 

DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE OF 
URBAN SECURITY: RE-EVALUATING 
POLICING OVERSIGHT

Ms Julie Berg

African Security and Justice Programme, Centre 

of Criminology, University of Cape Town

Ms Berg began her talk by stating that there have been a 
number of post-modern developments that aff ect policing 
in South Africa. Some of these developments are: the 
fragmentation of social power and governance, the chang-
ing dynamics of policing in so-called ‘new processes of 
governance’, the police adopting business principles and 
risk management techniques, and changes in property 

relations aff ecting how public, quasi-public and commu-
nal spaces are policed. 

In the light of new challenges and global risks, 
governments tend to adopt responsibilisation strategies 
to encourage a partnership approach to growing threats 
such as crime and terrorism, as well as fear of crime. 
Concomitant to this has been the rise in the commercial 
security sector. Although policing in South Africa has 
always been shared amongst the private and public sectors 
in various guises, post-apartheid plural policing has 
become particularly diverse through the rise of security 
networks and a shift  in focus from ‘police’ to ‘policing’. 
Security has essentially become everyone’s business. Yet, 
state input into the nature of plural or networked policing 
has been minimal and partnerships between the SAPS 
and the private security industry, as well as other role-
players, continue at grassroots level. 

Th e continuing blurring of public and private space 
has largely necessitated some form of co-operation 
between the public and private sectors and so too a dif-
ferentiation between ‘public space security’ and ‘private 
space security’ with role-players at times straddling 
both spaces through the merging of state and non-state 
capacities and resources at a local level. In new security 
arrangements, oft en non-state players take on state-like 
duties such as visible patrolling and general crime preven-
tion tactics, yet diff erent role-players also bring diff erent 
‘mentalities’, ‘technologies’ and resources to the table. 
Security networks which have developed at a local level 
also need not involve the state as its primary player; very 
oft en the state is just one player amid a range of other 
players. Government need not necessarily be the centre 
of governance, especially in light of the type of policing 
developing on the ground where ‘visible policing isn’t only 
the blue police uniform’. In networked security arrange-
ments the SAPS may take on a diff erent role as it taps into 
the resources of others to assist in its visible policing plans 
and thus utilises the private security sector and others 
as a ‘force-multiplier’. Furthermore, essentially due to 
resource constraints and demands on policing, the SAPS 
may take on the role of a ‘repository of crime-related data’ 
and ‘information-brokers’ with other players delivering 
policing on the ground. 

Ms Berg further stated that, in light of these develop-
ments in policing, issues of accountability arise and one 
should ask whether there is an accountability defi cit in 
terms of these plural policing arrangements. Th e chal-
lenge is to hold evolving policing networks accountable, 
particularly when the rules of the market enter the 
policing arena in consumer-oriented environments. Also, 
many policing networks are unevenly co-ordinated, ad 
hoc and weakly organised, and develop over time through 
personal relations, which make regulation diffi  cult. 
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Similarly, players in the networks operate with diff erent 
resources, knowledge, powers and goals. Th e fact that 
many plural policing arrangements focus heavily on 
visible policing is pertinent, since this usually involves 
frontline interaction with the public, especially when 
private security guards patrol public spaces. A negative 
side-eff ect of non-state involvement in policing, she said, 
is that the public good may be second to the interests of 
the consumer and so lead to the social exclusion of groups 
in society from privately secured spaces. Th e challenge is 
to align the activities of security providers with the public 
good and so ensure the democratic governance of urban 
security in all its manifestations. However, despite the 
mobilisation of policing entities and role-players on the 
ground, there is not a similar mobilisation of the diff erent 
oversight bodies and thus there is a need for co-ordination 
of oversight structures in light of new governance proc-
esses. Th ere are a number of challenges that oversight 
bodies need to face so as to equip themselves to engage 
with new policing developments and their subsequent 
challenges. For instance, there is still uncertainty as to the 
mandates of the various mechanisms; there are still gaps 
in oversight; capacity and resource constraints; lack of 
engagement amongst oversight bodies; public confusion 
and negative perceptions of the eff ectiveness of oversight 
mechanisms; and deeper oversight issues which oversight 
bodies cannot solve, thus limiting their eff ectiveness. 

Th e Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority 
(PSIRA) currently serves a regulatory role in terms of 
holding the security industry accountable through audits 
and inspections, yet there may be a need for PSIRA to take 
on a more human rights-oriented approach that is more in 
line with the Independent Complaints Directorate (ICD), 
considering the similar policing styles that the private 
security industry is undertaking, alongside the SAPS. Th e 
question also arises as to whether top-down dedicated 
oversight is eff ective and whether new strategies and 
mechanisms should be put in place to ‘build in’ oversight 
into plural policing arrangements, thereby potentially 
making oversight more eff ective. Th is is particularly in 
light of the complexity of plural policing arrangements, as 
legal and spatial parameters are crossed. 

In terms of the way forward, Ms Berg stated that there 
is a need to reconceptualise policing and the oversight 
thereof, especially the re-evaluation of the roles and ef-
fectiveness of oversight bodies in relation to new policing 
developments. Community policing forums (CPFs) may 
have a broader role to play in holding new policing ar-
rangements accountable. However, a decision needs to be 
made whether it is desirable to retain the status quo and 
allow grassroots partnerships to develop and mature, or 
whether it is necessary for the state to become involved 
and develop a formal framework for plural policing and 

the accountability thereof. If one opts for the latter option, 
there is a need to engage with the current system of 
oversight – either through strengthening and equipping 
it or by creating an overarching regional and independent 
oversight body to co-ordinate and oversee networked 
policing activity. 

THE FUTURE OF POLICING

Professor Clifford Shearing

University of Cape Town 

Professor Shearing spoke about the vision of policing that 
has dominated the last two centuries – one that has seen 
the police as ‘owning’ policing. He argued that in today’s 
world, a more sensible vision was one of policing as a 
shared responsibility between many - for example, a host 
of government departments and institutions within the 
private and civil society sectors.

He called for a ‘whole of society’ approach that includ-
ed not only government departments but also non-state 
players. He applauded the police and Minister of Safety 
and Security for calling for this partnership approach 
to the governance of security and argued that business 
(including private security) as well as civil society could 
contribute to a ‘whole of society’ approach to policing. 

In commenting on the signifi cance of private se-
curity globally, as well as within South Africa, he used 
Group4Securicor as an example, citing its worth and 
size, and the fact that it is listed on the London Stock 
Exchange. Professor Shearing’s point was that policing is 
moving towards a system or network of entities with the 
police as a crucial but not as a lone node.

Professor Shearing noted that he was working with 
the Australia National University and the Victoria Police 
Service in Australia on a project concerned with articulat-
ing an appropriate role for police within a nodal policing 
network. Referred to as ‘nexus policing’, this approach to 
policing, he argued, presented signifi cant opportunities 
for the eff ective governance of security. However, he 
also noted that there were many challenges facing nexus 
policing - central to these is the fact that the police cannot 
simply think about ‘restructuring the police’ but need to 
think about the shape and structure of policing more gen-
erally. Th e vision of policing for the future, he said, should 
be a vision of nexus policing. 

In arguing for design principles for nexus policing, 
Professor Shearing noted that principles should be 
developed from the bottom up, rather that from the top 
down. He said that while a top-down approach is initially 
easier, bottom-up approaches are more sustainable in the 
long term.

Evidence drawn from practice should be used in 
constructing design principles for nexus policing - moving 

Session IV: The future of Policing
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from practice to theory to practice. He emphasised that 
this should not be seen as promoting ‘best practice’, as con-
ventionally understood, because practice does not migrate 
easily across contexts. Analyses of context specifi cs best 
practices should be used to create ‘best thinking’ which 
should, in turn, be used to create context specifi c practices.

As an example of successful nexus policing used 
previously in South Africa, Professor Shearing used the 
Goldstone Commission’s Panel’s Design Principles for 
policing the 1994 elections. Th ese principles led to the use 
of a very diff erent approach from conventional policing. 
Th e 1994 elections were policed by a network of nodes, 
with the police playing a role within this network. 

A map of capacities and knowledge was established by 
the Goldstone Panel, and within this they found that the 
demonstrators of gatherings, especially those responsible 
for organising demonstrations, could assist in eff ective 

policing. Th e panel concluded that the organisers could, 
and should, use their knowledge and capacities to keep 
gatherings peaceful and safe. Th e panel’s recommenda-
tions provided for a mechanism that would ensure that 
the organisers of demonstrations were actively involved in 
policing demonstrations.

Professor Shearing concluded by stating that the nexus 
policing concept should be used to shape the policing 
plans for the 2010 FIFA World Cup. In considering this, 
he argued that the single greatest obstacle for eff ectively 
reshaping South African policing - both for the World 
Cup and generally - is the absence of functional budgets 
for security. At present the government funds institu-
tions – for example, there is a police rather than a policing 
budget. Th is severely limits the innovation that is required 
to realise the Minister’s and the Ministry’s partnership/
nexus policy agenda.
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Appendix A

Conference Programme

POLICING IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 2007: KEY ISSUES & DEVELOPMENTS

Day 1

08:30-09:00 Registration Tea & coff ee

  Facilitator Boyane Tshehla

09:00-9:40  Opening/Welcome Jakkie Cilliers

09:45-10:15 Tea

  Facilitator Boyane Tshehla

10:15-10:45 2006 restructuring of the SAPS Hannes Swart

10:45-11:15 Refl ections on restructuring in the SAPS Johan Burger

11:15-11:45 Discussion

11:45-13:00 Lunch

  Facilitator Jake Moloi

13:00-13:30 A review of the public order police units Bilkis Omar

15:00-15:20 FIFA World Cup: Lessons from Germany Helmut Bayerl

15:40-16:00 SAPS state of readiness for the 2010 FIFA World Cup Frans Gibson

16:00-16:30 Discussion

19:00 Dinner 

Day 2

08:00-08:30 Tea

  Facilitator Antoinette Louw

08:30-09:00 The changing nature of policing Temba Mathe 

09:00-09:30 Gauteng performance monitoring to improve station level policing Gareth Newham

09:30-10:00 Discussion

10:00-10:30 Tea

  Facilitator Antoinette Louw

10:30-11:00 Corruption and the SAPS Andrew Faull

11:00-11:30 Democratic governance of urban security Julie Berg

11:30-12:00 The future of policing Cliff ord Shearing

12:00-12:30 Discussion

12:30-12:40 Closing & Thanks Boyane Tshehla

12:45 Lunch
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Appendix B

List of Participants

Organisation Name & surname Phone Fax E-mail

German Embassy M. Siek 0831250244 Kellytsa@yahoo.com

SAPS A. Siva 0795251278 SivaA@saps.org.za

SAPS MR. Twala 0824580522 Twalamr@saps.org.za

SAPS C. Adams 0836545555 adams@veripath.co.za

SAPS T. Brink 0827769061 053 832 7179 brinkt@saps.org.za

SAPS LL. Gossmann 0827783560 012 334 3873 gossmannl@saps.org.za

UNISA N. Van der Merve 0763920712 012 429 6609 vdmerven@unisa.ac.za

NIA A. Mulder 0827500061 012 487 4651 antoinettemulder@yahoo.com

SAPS MP. Mosoma 0123933191 012 393 3210 mosomap@saps.org.za

US Embassy D. Carl 0838857359

TUT E. Kruger 0823718291 012 382 4661 krugere@tut.ac.za

SAPS T. Mathe 082227783553 012 393 2538 mathet@saps.org.za

SAPS AJ. Burger 08227784304 012 393 3313 burgera@saps.org.za

Department of Safety and 

Security
W. Bezuidenhout 0827814421 013 766 4615 wbez@nel.mpu.gov.za

Secretariat for Safety and 

Security
M. Mogatusi 0827798638 086 505 6004 mogatusim@saps.org.za

National Treasury LC. Zilimbola 0833752005 012 315 5761 Charles.zilimbola@treasury.gov.za

Security Advisory OD. Ramoshaba 0731868835 012 400 7053 oscardavid@webmail.co.za

Security Advisory LJ. Ramonana 0839636631 012 400 6061 jikajack@webmail.co.za

Department of Community 

Safety
T. Umanah 0116893691 011 634 0026 Tebogo.umanah@gauteng.gov.za

SAPS MP. Mokher 0112747906 011 274 7760

Gauteng Shared Services 

Centre
NL. Mngomezulu 0116896207 011 355 2493 Lenerama@gpg.gov.za

SAPS F. Gibson 0828751749 012 343 2552 gibsonf@saps.org.za

University of Venda TC. Tshidada 0822585575 015 962 8045 tshidada@univen.ac.za

SAPS MD. Teff o 0827783531 012 393 3062

DCS T. Shoki 0836272898 011 634 0035 shokit@gpg.gov.za

CJCP P. Burton 0825583011 021 685 3284

GCIS M. Appel 0123142419 Michael@gcis.gov.za

Business Day E. Mabuza 0112805629 011 280 5505 mabuzae@bdfm.co.za

Gauteng MEC Offi  ce G. Newham 0116893850 011 689 3660 Gareth.Newham@gauteng.gov.za

SAPB News E. Mojapelo 0124315363 mojapelo@sabc.co.za

UNIVEN A. Netshivhambe 0159628550 ambanip@webmail.co.za
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Organisation Name & surname Phone Fax E-mail

Gauteng Department of 

Community Safety
I. Robertson

0116893600

0829093774
011 689 3602 Ian.Robertson@gauteng.gov.za

Department of Justice M. Mosala 0832703646 012 357 8570 mmosala@justice.gov.za

UCT C. Shearing 0735596861 Cliff ord.Shearing@uct.ac.za

SA Police Union B. Machakela 0123624251 086 664 2302 rantwwesi@sapu.cp.za

SABC TV News P. Pillay 0124315385 012 431 5416 pillayp@sabc.co.za

University of Venda T. Magadze 0839578951 015 962 8045 MagadzeOscar@yahoo.com

Open Society Foundation 

SA
S. Tait 0828525772 021 683 2489

SAPS J. Dykes 0845858654 jdykes@saps.org.za

UNISA C. Steyn 0826197576 011 417 2139 steynac@unisa.ac.za

SAPS J. Van Graan 0826688408 johanvg@telkomsa.net

Department of Social 

Development
BW. Haefele 0845153936 bhaefole@pgwc.gov.za

SAPS JJ. Swart 0827784332 012 393 3576

MECHEM AJ. Rossouw 0828849143 012 620 3046 braamr@dlsys.co.za

DOJ & CD P. du Rand 0826518527 012 315 1888 pdurand@justice.gov.za

SAPS P. Myburgh 0827769072 053 807 6160 myburghp@saps.org.za

G. Green 0826014693 086 620 7918

SAPS B. Borman 0798744862 012 421 8060

NPA T. Botha 0833103236 tbotha@npa.gov.za

SAPS J. Burger 0827755661 012 334 3831 burgerjap@saps.org.za

SAPS H. Beeslaar 0824130136 011 983 2637 Jhb-pop@saps.org.za

SAPS D.de Bruin 0828546718 011 983 2620 Jhb-pop@saps.org.za

SAPS M.J Makgati 0827798707 012 400 7057 makgatijack@saps.org.za

SAPS D. Khumalo 0823305660 012 421 8060 khumalod@saps.org.za

SAPS J. Van der Merve 0824159623 012 393 2481 vdmervej@saps.org.za

H. Serfontein 0835018600 Jan.Serfontein@telkomsa.net

JA. Nortje 0824669888 021 422 5977 nortjeja@mweb.co.za

Metropolitan Police 

Western Cape
W. le Roux 0845553061 Wyne.le-roux@capetown.gov.za

ICD/KZN L. John 0832351851 031 305 8214 ljohn@icd.gov.za

CCU East Rand DP. Mthimkhulu 0824144513 011 818 1545

Private JJ. Engelbrecht 0827812967 021 851 9923 martinen@isfrica.com

JMPD B. Legaobe 0825593838 011 805 3933 beautyl@joburg.org.za

SAPS CCU CA. January 0824474075 053 832 3302 Kim-pops@saps.org.za

Jubilee Eastern Cape  B. Schuiteman 0437436601/0721165107 okhela@iafrica.com

SAPS CCU JHB MG. Hines 0119832600 011 983 2617

SAPS O. Pretorius 0824688091 012 347 3409 ojp@absamail.co.za

I. Myers 0833091258

UNODC M. Pitswane 0825633561 012 342 2356 Mpho.Pitswane@unodc.org

G. Mulaudzi 0798481160 012 611 8011 godfrey@union.org.za
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Title

Organisation Name & surname Phone Fax E-mail

SAPS WJ. du Pisanie 0823322902 012 541 0625

SAPS GA. Van de Merve 0824824146

SAPS JN. Shomaele 0824530799 057 391 8824

EMPO WJ. Friedlander 0824532240 011 874 5212 johanfr@ekurhuleni.com

SAPS H. Motdu 0825690881 012 347 3409 hopemotdu@hotmail.com

SAPS L. Pieterse 0827723665 PieterseL@saps.org.za

US Embassy D. Toni 0791110357 Tonir@state.gov

SASPCAN C. Morris 0828015007 Colin.morris@siemens.com

Advocates International B. Akinlade 0838716205 bayo@advocatesinternational.org

TUT M. Barkhuizen 0846025600 merlynba@hotmail.com

SAPS SF. Mbonane 0827797104

SAPS J. Stassen 0123931535 stassenj@saps.org.za

J. Snyman 0117122280 Jaco.Snyman@ict.edu.za

Community Safety GP DS. Tshili 0116893472 011 689 3807 davidtshili@gauteng.gov.za

US Embassy D. Schenck 0124314099 schenckda@state.gov

Ekurhuleni Metro Police AK. Boodhoo 0118745085 011 874 5212 Ashok.boodhoo@ekurhuleni.com

CSIR B. Holtmann 0128412685 012 841 4750 bholtmann@csir.co.za

SAPS M. Schuttle 0827789325 011 274 7760

JMPD Crime Prevention SP.Swartz 0832308046 011 805 3393

SAPS D. Nogqala 0828455749 0475017215

SAPS CN. Zulu 0824413334 012 421 8060

SAPS MJ Rasegatla 0827798639 012 393 3062

SAPA T. Hartle 0848936120/0117821600 011 782 1587 news@sapa.org.za

Randburg CPU/ SAPS C. Adams 0836545555 011 453 1947 adamsc@veripath.co.za

UNISA L. Van Jaarsveld 0725953366 011 471 2016 vjaaarl@unisa.ac.za

P. Mylster 0832587545 012 460 9966

SAPS SF. Masemola 0827726616 031 325 4764 masemolas@saps.org.za

SAPS V. Day 0827749900 012 421 8039 dayv@saps.org.za

UNISA A. Minnaar 0838949485 086 519 0625 aminnaar@unisa.ac.za

SAPS MD. Chauke 0823757032 012 400 7053 sas@saps.org.za

SAPS AS. Nhlapho 0827784290 012 400 7053 nhlaphor@saps.org.za

SAPS NE. Londebea 0824657612 011 274 7760
Soccer.2010@saps.org.za

TUT J. Smith 0824953205 jeanette@sabsonline.co.za

ICD M. Raburabu 0829261067 011 333 2705 rraburabu@icd.gov.za

M. Labrom 0827727223 012 422 3071 More.labrom@international.gov.za

Beeld H. Fourie 0794960187 012 420 7810 hfourie@beeld.com

Konokono Technologies T. Kupa 0798111222 Thabo.kupa@konokonotech.co.za

Konokono Technologies F. Kekana 0729208432 086 638 1550 fransk@bula.co.za

Lyceum College A. Roets 0837852238 aroets@gmail.com
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Organisation Name & surname Phone Fax E-mail

SAPS G. Joubert 0123933118 012 393 3178 joubertg@saps.org.za

SAPS 0515616562

SAPS S. Letompa 0124006077 012 400 7053 sas@saps.org.za

SAPS ST. Mawela 0823324637 011 817 1541

TUT J. Steyn 0823270067 031 337 0932 steynj@tut.ac.za

SAPS R. Everton 0827785632 012 393 2100 evertonr@saps.org.za

US Embassy F. Slabbert 0791115672 012 342 7086 slabbertfm@state.gov

Safety, Security and Liaison MS. Leseke 0833795432 015 291 3155

SAPS M. Ndala 0123933180 012 393 3210 ndalar@saps.org.za

National Treasury E. Mahlatji 0123155454 012 315 5811 Euody.mahlatji@treasury.gov.za

Department of Community 

Safety
T. Umana 0116893691 011 634 0026 Tebogo.Umana@gauteng.gov.za

SAPS MP. Mokhari 0112747906 011 274 7760 Gaut-reactionserv@saps.org.za

SAPS PR. Seeqele 0825765250 011 983 2617

SAPS G. Mokwena 0823007095 012 421 8060 Vphq.major.events1@saps.org.za

TUT J. La Grange 0828883341 021 945 3974 jawlagrange@netconnect.co.za

UNIVEN A. Musekene 0829375769 015 962 8045 musekenea@univen.ac.za

UCT J. Berg 0216505624 021 650 3790 Julie.Berg@uct.ac.za

DSSL K. Ranchod 0152902900 015 291 3155

ISS J. Cilliers 0123459500 012 460 0998 jcilliers@issafrica.org

Department of Community 

Safety
L. Pienaar 0116893688 011 689 3650 Lyle.Pienaar@gauteng.gov.za
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